Are you involved in mine construction and development? Are you interested in health and environmental issues like water policy and mining regulations in Alabama? Do you have a career or interest in geology or coalbed methane?

If so, make plans to attend the Alabama Mineral Institute. This year, it will be held at the Bryant Conference Center on September 13-14, 2016.

In addition to presenting interesting and up-to-date sessions, the Alabama Mineral Institute is particularly valuable for professional engineers and geologists because they will earn 15 PDH CREDITS

"I am so grateful for this program. As a PE, the continued education plus PDH's is valuable beyond simple narrative." - 2015 Attendee

Save the Date!

ALABAMA MINERAL INSTITUTE
September 13-14, 2016
Bryant Conference Center • Tuscaloosa, AL

MINING
Topics include mining regulatory issues, mine health and safety, new and advanced mining technology, and electrical safety.

GEOLOGY
Topics include coalbed methane geology, structural geology of Alabama and the Black Warrior Coal Basin, depositional geological features, and new technologies in geology.

WATER POLICY
Water management is changing. Sustainable groundwater and maintaining safe water for a wide range of stakeholders is a current issue that needs a forum. The impact of water policy and management is critical for future business. These topics and more will be included.

COALBED METHANE
Topics include coalbed methane geology, structural geology of Alabama and the Black Warrior Coal Basin, depositional geological features, and new technologies in geology.

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS
Topics include minerals processing, environmental regulations, legislative and regulatory issues, and new and updated technology.

mineralinstitute.ua.edu